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INTRODUCING  
ASPEKT CABINET DOORS

Welcome to Aspekt, the brand-new collection of cabinet doors, 
brought to you by Häfele.

Häfele is an internationally trusted manufacturer and distributor of innovative 
furniture fittings and accessories. For almost 100 years, we have been driven by 
our ethos of bringing ‘more life per m2’, making every space work hard and look 
beautiful. We offer only the highest quality products to our customers, backed by 
our wealth of experience and expertise.

We connect kitchen retailers with a global network of manufacturers and suppliers 
so that they can offer the very latest innovative solutions and make their kitchen 
designs not only look stunning, but also function perfectly.

Now, we’ve added Aspekt doors to that product range so that, through  
your chosen kitchen retailer, you too can create ‘more life per m2’ in your  
dream kitchen.

We hope you enjoy exploring the collection.

ideasforliving.co.uk/aspekt-doors
YORK
MATT
MIDNIGHT 
BLUE
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QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST

We understand that buying a new kitchen is one of the biggest 
investments you will make in your home and you need to be able to buy 
with confidence. At Häfele, we have built our reputation on quality, and 
Aspekt doors are no exception.

Aspekt doors are made in state-of-the-art factories in the UK, 
by experts. The very latest machinery and technologies ensure 
every door is produced to a consistently high standard, 
and rigorous inspection processes ensure that all products 
leave the factory in first class condition.

The materials used in Aspekt doors are certified by FSC® 
giving you complete piece of mind that they have come from 
sustainable sources.

UK MANUFACTURED

FSC® CERTIFIED
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The Häfele Lifetime 
Guarantee covers all 
products manufactured  
or engineered by Häfele, 
and gives you complete 
peace of mind that the 
product you are buying  
will last for its intended 
lifetime period. All Aspekt 
cabinet doors carry  
a 6-year guarantee.

*Terms & conditions apply. Please visit hafele.co.uk/guarantee for further details.

HÄFELE LIFETIME 
GUARANTEE

YEAR
GUARANTEE

ON
ASPEKT

6
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WHAT’S IN THE RANGE

Aspekt is a beautiful collection of the UK’s favourite kitchen styles in a 
choice of 18 different door and finish combinations to suit any home.  
Whether you are looking for sleek and modern, or rich and classic, 
apartment chic or rustic charm, there is something in the range that 
will bring out the very best in your home.

Available in 40 sizes of doors and drawer 
fronts, plus matching accessories

Choose from 18 different style and  
colour options

Our doors are FSC® certified
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 INSPIRATION 
AT YOUR FINGERS TIPS

Choosing a new kitchen can be a daunting process. So many styles, 
colours, finishes and accessories to think about, not to mention all  
the functional considerations – Where to put the oven in relation to  
the fridge? Will you have an eating area? What about waste solutions? 

Your chosen kitchen retailer is there to help you navigate all those crucial decisions, 
but we’ve also designed the kitchens in this brochure to help inspire you too.  
You’ll find tips on how to style your kitchen throughout the brochure, and if you  
like what you see, your kitchen retailer has access to all the sinks, taps,  
splashbacks, handles, storage accessories, appliances and lighting on  
these pages through Häfele. Just ask for details.

Mix and Match

Fancy a bold colour but not 
feeling confident enough to go 
all the way? Many of our doors 
have been designed to mix 
and match so you can just add 
a small element of a stronger 
colour to highlight an island or 
feature unit.

Lighting is key

Something many people don’t think about, 
clever lighting in your kitchen is a sound 
investment, and the perfect way to make  
your space go from functional for cooking,  
to atmospheric for entertaining. Ask your 
retailer about Loox lighting from Häfele.

Splash of colour?

If you’re just looking for a splash 
of colour, look at things like 
your splashback or even your 
sink and tap to create some 
unexpected interest.   
Many appliances also come  
in a great range of colours  
these days too.
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Traditional country, 
contemporary modern or 
somewhere in between, 
our doors collection offers 
something for everyone. 

Don’t forget the details

Something as simple as your 
choice of handle can completely 
change the look and feel of  
your kitchen.
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A cool, smooth classic slab door, Skye’s sleek finish makes 
it a versatile choice. With five colours in the range, and a 
choice of matt or gloss finish, it can be styled to create a 
number of different looks for any home.

SKYE

SKYE 
GLOSS
ICE WHITE
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SKYE
MATT
MIDNIGHT 
BLUE

SKYE
GLOSS
DOVE GREY
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ICE WHITE

DOVE GREY

DOVE GREY SLATE GREY

MIDNIGHT BLUE

GLOSS

MATT

SKYE COLOURS

All doors in our Skye range are 
made in the UK to the highest 
quality standards.

 GUARANTEE

DOOR THICKNESS

6
YEAR

MANUFACTURED  
IN THE UK

19MM

SKYE
GLOSS
SLATE GREY
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SKYE
GLOSS
DOVE GREY
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SKYE
GLOSS
SLATE GREY
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Our Skye door in a matt Dove Grey finish has been teamed 
with Smeg appliances from their Victoria range for a stylish,  
yet industrial look, perfectly complemented with the Rail handle 
in a Brushed Black finish.
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SKYE 
MATT 
DOVE GREY

The Pimlico Bar Handle 
comes in a Stainless  
Steel Effect finish

The Victoria range from Smeg has 
a nostalgic, curvy look that adds 
real character to your kitchen.   
Available in five colours.

Alusplash in Petrol Blue provides a 
real focal point to this kitchen, and 
is suitable for use behind all types 
of cooker top including gas.

Use Loox lighting to 
focus attention on your 
beautiful accessories
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Floid brass handle and knob

Matching the decorative 
door handles with this 
Grohe tap in cool sunrise 
creates functional style and 
finishes the look

Mix the metallic finish of handles with the 
matt finish of a door for a  
contemporary look

Adding a bold colour with 
Alusplash splashback in 
Ocean Blue creates a cool, 
fresh look.

Light up cooking spaces  
and create ambience with 
Loox lighting underneath 
wall cabinets.
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SKYE 
MATT 
MIDNIGHT 
BLUE

Creating a fresh, contemporary look is simple with our Skye 
door in matt Midnight Blue finish. Here we have paired it  
with our striking Floid brass handles and knobs to add a 
modern finish.
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The classic shaker door, York can be styled to suit modern 
or traditional homes. In four stunning matt colours, you’re 
bound to find the perfect finish for your new kitchen.   

YORK

YORK
MATT
MIDNIGHT 
BLUE
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YORK
MATT
DOVE GREY

YORK
MATT
MIDNIGHT 
BLUE

YORK
MATT
ICE WHITE
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YORK COLOURS

DOVE GREYICE WHITE

MIDNIGHT BLUE

SLATE GREY

MATTAll doors in our York range are 
made in the UK to the highest 
quality standards.

DOOR THICKNESS

6
YEAR

MANUFACTURED  
IN THE UK

20MM

YORK
MATT
SLATE GREY

 GUARANTEE
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YORK
MATT
ICE WHITE
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YORK
MATT
DOVE GREY

27CONTEMPORARY MATT



Who says shaker has to be traditional? The matt Slate Grey 
finish on our York door brings a modern rustic edge to this 
classic shaker design. Keep the colour palette simple and team 
with lots of natural materials such as wood, glass and steel for 
a look that’s stylish and full of character.
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YORK
MATT 
SLATE GREY

The Charles 
pendant light 
is finished in 
polished chrome 
and has a hand 
blown clear glass 
shade. Elegant 
and under-stated.

The Smeg Portofino range is as 
impressive technically as it is 
aesthetically. They are the most 
energy efficient large cookers on 
the market, and are available in a 
range of eye popping colours, as 
well as the stainless steel version 
shown here.

The Tiberius bar handle and knob 
are available in polished chrome 
or black nickel, both of which 
show of it’s angular good looks.

The Rangemaster Belfast sink and 
bridge tap are design classics  
and, as practical  
to use as they  
are good-looking.
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Pendant lighting over an island or 
peninsula makes a real focal point and 
is ideal for changing the atmosphere 
when you want to sit down to dinner.  
This is our 3 light bar – Eclipse.

The Delia range includes a 
cup handle and matching 
knob and is available in 
brushed brass, polished 
nickel and antique copper.  

We’ve added Alusplash 
behind the hob in 
Blueberry to tie the 
scheme together.

Love the look of marble but 
don’t want the price tag?  
Minerva has the answer – 
their Carrara White worktop 
has the look and feel of 
marble, but is easy to install 
and a fraction of the price.
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YORK
MATT 
DOVE GREY

YORK
MATT 
MIDNIGHT 
BLUE

Tempted by a striking colour for your kitchen but don’t want to 
go all the way? Using a feature colour for a small part of your 
design, teamed with a more subtle colour for the rest of the 
room, as we have done here with our York door in Midnight 
Blue and Dove Grey, is the perfect answer.  
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Our range of J-Pull doors bring a contemporary look to 
any kitchen, offering clean lines and an unbroken finish.  

Available in a matt or gloss finish in five stylish colours, this 
door will complete the ‘handle-less’ look in any kitchen.

STIRLING

STIRLING 
MATT
DOVE GREY
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STIRLING 
GLOSS
SLATE GREY

STIRLING 
MATT
MIDNIGHT 
BLUE
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ICE WHITE

DOVE GREY

DOVE GREY SLATE GREY

MIDNIGHT BLUE

GLOSS

MATT

STIRLING COLOURS

All doors in our Stirling range are 
made in the UK to the highest 
quality standards.

DOOR THICKNESS

6
YEAR

MANUFACTURED  
IN THE UK

19MM

STIRLING 
GLOSS
DOVE GREY

 GUARANTEE
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STIRLING
GLOSS
MIDNIGHT
BLUE
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STIRLING
GLOSS
SLATE GREY
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If you are looking to create a stunning statement in your
kitchen space, use solid surface worktop to clad your island,  
it will add a stylish, smooth and cool feature. Adding a 
contemporary black sink and tap, along with a designer 
chimney hood will create a truly modern, but timeless 
monochrome look.

38



STIRLING
GLOSS 
DOVE GREY

Create a feature of your cooking space with this 
ultra-modern, high-design Smeg Dolce Stil Novo 
chimney hood.

Go for an undermount sink for a sleek,  
seamless work surface. Boasting modern 
geometric design, Rangemaster’s Paragon sink 
is the ideal match for composite work surfaces.

Make a striking feature of 
your kitchen island using a 
patterned worktop such as 
this Minerva Calcutta White 
solid surface worktop with 
marble effect.

Built-in ovens make optimum use 
of space and create a feature of 
tower units, such as this Smeg 
Classic multifunction oven.
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We’ve used our copper worktop as 
a splashback in this design to create 
a real focal point in this open-plan 
kitchen. It has been teamed with our 
Minerva worktop in Caramel Crunch 
to complement the warm tones.

The subtle strip of light from 
the Loox LED ribbon used 
along the plinth really sets of 
the streamlined handle-less 
design of the Stirling door.

The Oberon pendant 
light in copper makes 
a real centrepiece of 
the dining area.
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STIRLING
GLOSS
ICE WHITE

The trend for warm coppery tones is still going strong.   
Here we’ve paired our Stirling door in gloss ice white with a 
copper splashback and accessories for an unexpected twist.
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Hampstead brings a stylish ultragloss finish to any 
contemporary kitchen. With an 18mm MDF core,  
this high-quality slab door has an acrylic overlay to the  
front and edge, completing the mirror finish of the door. 

Hampstead is available in four colours, and is perfectly 
suited to completing any on-trend kitchen look.

HAMPSTEAD

HAMPSTEAD 
ULTRAGLOSS
ANTHRACITE

HAMPSTEAD 
ULTRAGLOSS
CASHMERE
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HAMPSTEAD 
ULTRAGLOSS
CASHMERE

HAMPSTEAD 
ULTRAGLOSS
ANTHRACITE

HAMPSTEAD 
ULTRAGLOSS
CASHMERE
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HAMPSTEAD COLOURS

AQUA BLUE ANTHRACITE CASHMERE

STONE GREY

ULTRAGLOSSAll doors in our Hampstead range 
are made in the UK to the highest 
quality standards.

DOOR THICKNESS

6
YEAR

MANUFACTURED  
IN THE UK

18MM

HAMPSTEAD 
ULTRAGLOSS
AQUA BLUE

 GUARANTEE
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HAMPSTEAD 
ULTRAGLOSS
STONE GREY
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Our Hampstead door in the Cashmere ultra-gloss finish  
is the perfect backdrop for this stylish mid-century setting.   
Teamed with striking black appliances and accessories it picks 
up perfectly on the dark woods and retro styling in this design.
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HAMPSTEAD 
ULTRAGLOSS
CASHMERE

Our U-Pull handle in matt black 
completes the simple elegance 
of this retro look. Also available 
in brushed brass, brushed 
copper and polished chrome.

We’ve used Alusplash in the new Autumn Leaves 
finish (available from Autumn 2021) to add a 
splash of colour and warmth to this design.

The Smeg Dolce Stil Novo 
range of appliances, shown 
here with the copper trim, 
are designed to be sleek 
and minimalistic in their 
appearance, and exceptional 
in their performance.  
This model is 600mm wide 
with pyrolytic cleaning and 
12 functions.
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The Belfast sink is normally associated with 
country kitchens, but add a stylish black 
finish and matching tap from Rangemaster 
and it takes on a whole new identity.

ESTE pull handle 
in Matt Black

Como Knob 
in Matt Black

The 50’s Style range from Smeg 
is iconic. Signature curves and 
vibrant retro colourways make a 
lasting impression in any home.

The clean, simple finish of the 
Minerva worktop in sparkling 
white is the perfect surface  
for this eye-popping kitchen.

The ESTE black handle and 
COMO knob, paired with the 
striking black Belfast sink and 
tap make a cool, retro statement
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HAMPSTEAD 
ULTRAGLOSS
AQUA BLUE

If you’re looking to make a statement look no further than the 
Hampstead door in Aqua Blue. Bold, bright and inviting it has 
been teamed here with black accessories and a 50’s style 
fridge freezer from Smeg in orange for an unexpected contrast 
that makes the whole design work.
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HANDLES

A handle has the potential to transform your 
kitchen by injecting personality, texture and 
shape, while continuing to provide that all 
important function.

The type, style and finish of handle you choose can 
completely transform the look of your kitchen. They can be 
a stand-out showpiece in themselves or seamlessly blend 
into your design - whatever your preference.

At Häfele we use our design experience, global reach 
and furniture expertise to bring together a market-leading 
selection of decorative handles, so your kitchen designer 
can bring that perfect finishing touch to your kitchen.

These are just a few of our favourites we have chosen to 
complement Aspekt doors, but ask your retailer for details 
of our full range.

Antique Brass

Black

Brushed Brass

Brushed Gold

Copper 

Matt Black

Pewter EffectAntique Bronze

Black Nickel

Brushed Grey

Dark Brass

Oak

Polished Chrome

Polished Nickel

Antique Copper

Brushed Black

Brushed Copper

Brushed Nickel

Graphite

Oil Rubbed Bronze 

Satin Brass

Stainless Steel Effect

Textured Black

Product is subject to variations in finish due 
to the finishing process of certain materials

FLOID
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Barkston Bartram TiberiusPimlico Tilaa

230 mm, 232 mm & 376 mm  
lengths available

220 mm  
lengths available

195 mm, 163 mm & 227 mm  
lengths available

168 mm lengths available 218 mm lengths available

TavistockBoston

174 mm lengths available188 mm, 220 mm & 348 mm  
lengths available

FirmJackson Twister

190 mm lengths available192 mm lengths available 182 mm lengths available

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

Graf Big EsteGraf U Pull

224 mm lengths available 171 mm lengths available182 mm lengths available 200 mm & 328 mm  
lengths available

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

Osaka

191 mm lengths available

Button Floid Rail CuttTarvos

175 mm lengths available 208 mm lengths available 180 mm lengths available 200 mm & 400 mm  
lengths available

168 mm lengths available

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE
EXCLUSIVE

TO
HÄFELE

Ona

200 mm lengths available

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

Delia CupHenrietta Cup Jude CupLand Cup

139 mm lengths available92 mm lengths available 95 mm lengths available98 mm lengths available

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

GRAF BIG
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KNOBS

LAND

GRAF BIG KNOB

Antique Brass

Black

Brushed Brass

Brushed Gold

Copper 

Matt Black

Pewter EffectAntique Bronze

Black Nickel

Brushed Grey

Dark Brass

Oak

Polished Chrome

Polished Nickel

Antique Copper

Brushed Black

Brushed Copper

Brushed Nickel

Graphite

Oil Rubbed Bronze 

Satin Brass

Stainless Steel Effect

Textured Black

Product is subject to variations in finish due 
to the finishing process of certain materials
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Amelia

Graf T

MayberryComo

Graf Tiberius

Oak

Graf Big Twister TDelia

Henrietta FloidLand

34 mm diameter available

60 mm lengths available

32 mm diameter available41 mm diameter available

17 mm diameter available 60 mm lengths available

50 mm diameter available

38 mm diameter available 65 mm lengths available35 mm diameter available

38 mm diameter available 35 mm diameter available40 mm diameter available

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

EXCLUSIVE
TO

HÄFELE

COMO FLOID
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STORAGE &  
WASTE SOLUTIONS 

In your dream kitchen, it’s as 
important to think about what goes 
behind the door as the door itself.   

Through Häfele, your kitchen retailer has 
access to every kind of storage and waste 
solution you can think of, so your kitchen  
will work hard as well as look fantastic.   
Here are just a few examples, but rest 
assured we have solutions for every size  
and type of kitchen.

VS TAL LARDERVS TAL GATE

VS SUB SLIMVS SUB SIDE

GRASS NOVA PRO SCALA STACK

LARDER UNITS

We have drawer options, such as the 
Nova Pro Scala Stack shown here 
from Grass, or pull out options such 
as the Tal Gate or Tal Larder from 
Vauth Sagel, all of which mean no 
more reaching in to the back of the 
cupboard for that vital ingredient in 
your signature dish.
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CORNERSTONE MAXX VS COR FLEX VS SUB BASKET

VS ENVI DRAWERVS ENVI SPACE XX PRO

BASE UNITS

CORNER UNITS

WASTE SOLUTIONS

Make use of every small space in your kitchen with slim 
pull out units to organise your condiments or spices.

Traditionally the least useful space in your kitchen, corner 
units no longer need to be the place that appliance you 
forgot you have lives. We have a number of options that 
make your corner cupboard shelves, and their contents, 
come to you. Without compromising on shelf space.

No one likes dealing with recycling, but our built-in waste 
solutions make it easy and, most importantly, keep it out 
of sight!
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LIGHTING  
SOLUTIONS 

Although it may not be the first thing that springs to 
mind when planning your new kitchen, lighting and 
the role it plays in how well your kitchen works will 
certainly be something you notice once you start  
to use it.

Lighting is key to making sure the working areas of your 
kitchen have great task lighting, the right ambience can  
be created around dining areas, and the features of your  
beautiful new kitchen have been turned in to the perfect  
focal point.

We are experts in lighting and have an extensive range  
that covers everything you need - from LED ribbons for 
continuous strips of light around your worktop or plinth,  
to down-lights under your wall cabinets and pendant  
lights to make a centre-piece of your island unit or  
dining table.

Our LED pendant lights come in different  
formats from waterfall arrangements to simple  
bar pendants, beautiful organic shapes to  
traditional blown glass.  Available in a range  
of finishes including polished chrome, gold,  
copper or glass, there are options to suit  
every kitchen design.
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Our market leading range of innovative Loox LED lighting has been 
designed specifically with kitchen furniture in mind. It has plug-and-play 
technology at the heart of the system, so your kitchen retailer can install it 
at the same time as your kitchen without needing an electrician.

The range includes LED ribbons for long strips of 
light, down-lights for beneath shelves or wall lights to 
illuminate the surface below, cabinet and drawer lights
to show you the contents of hard to reach spaces - 
there isn’t a space in a kitchen we can’t shine a light on! 
And with our Bluetooth MESH App, you can control your 
lights remotely.
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APPLIANCES, 
SINKS & TAPS

Rangemaster - Britain’s best loved range cooker brand. They 
made the world’s first range cooker in 1830 on the same 
site where they continue to design and manufacture all their 
range cookers, built-in product a refrigeration today.

We work with some of the top leading brands in the 
market to bring you a range of appliances, sinks and 
taps that not only give you the function you need, but 
look great too.

You’ll find the latest innovations  
from Smeg, Hoover, Mercury,  
Rangemaster, Candy, Grohe  
and others in our range. 

Here are just a few of our  
favourites but for the full range,  
talk to your kitchen retailer.

Smeg appliances take centre stage in a home, giving any space 
the unmistakable Smeg personality. With a cool Italian heritage, 
alongside an inventive originality and timeless elegance, Smeg 
appliances make a real statement.

SMEG PORTOFINO

RANGEMASTER ELISE
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The Hoover range of 
appliances include the very 
latest technology, from 
touch screens to Wi-Fi 
connectivity they have it all.

Grohe is the leading global brand for 
water products. Their range of taps 
are built to look beautiful, and function 
perfectly in every kitchen. 

H700

GROHE ESSENCE

GROHE K500 SINK

GROHE RED 2.0®
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WORKTOPS & 
SPLASHBACKS

Worktops and Splashbacks have a huge influence 
on the overall look of your kitchen design and, with 
technology improving all the time, the number of 
different materials and finishes is constantly expanding.

Here is just a selection of our vast range.

Alusplash
A sleek and modern alternative to glass, acrylic and tiled 
splashbacks, Alusplash is a versatile choice for those looking 
for an affordable yet durable kitchen splashback. Available in 
a range of stylish colours in a high-gloss finish, Alusplash is 
safe to use behind all cooker types, including gas burners.
It is extremely durable and easy to keep clean with its unique 
surface coating that prevents mould and bacterial growth.

WHITE

PETROL BLUE

BLUEBERRY
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Minerva is a solid-surface worktop that offers a luxurious appearance, cool pleasing 
touch and robust performance day-in, day-out. Imperceptible, seamless joints and 
no templating required means Minerva can give you the solid surface finish you want, 
without costly specialist installation.

Apollo Timber Worktops
The original kitchen worksurface, 
timber has seen a big rise in 
popularity in recent years as 
homeowners search for texture 
and warmth in their kitchens.  
We offer 10 different finishes in 
our range, including a full stave 
Prime Oak version, so there is 
something to suit every style  
of kitchen.

CALCUTTA WHITE

ICE BLUE

FULL STAVE

APOLLO TIMBER
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